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ABSTRACT 
 

A life-threatening disorder of bitches’ mammary tumor is developed in half of the bitches that are over 8 years old and 

50% of these are malign. Therefore, mammary tumors dramatically reduce survival and quality of life. Mammary 

tumors are usually realized by animal owner or diagnosed incidentally in animals that are brought to the clinic for a 

different purpose. After the tumors diagnosed are examined both clinically and histopathologically, the best treatment 

choice must be made by evaluating the examination results. In the treatment of mammary tumors, surgery has been 

frequently benefited and surgical intervention still remains as the best treatment option when the treatment options are 

evaluated comparatively. Apart from surgery chemotherapeutics, hormones and NSAIDs participate in treatment 

protocols. Despite the reduced incidence of mammary tumors due to/owing to widespread sterilization of pet animals 

in some countries, pet owners in many countries are not lean-to ovariohysterectomy for various reasons. In relation to 

this case incidence of mammary tumors is on the rise in bitches. In addition, mammary tumors in dogs are used as a 

model for human breast cancer. With these properties, mammary tumors in the dogs are still drawing attention and 

they are still subject to new treatment studies. For this reason, mammary tumor in bitches and especially treatment 
options are discussed in the present review.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The Latin word tumor, meaning 'swelling,' was used 

by the Roman scholar Celsus to describe the inflammatory 

events (Cullen et al., 2013). Nowadays, the term 'tumor' is 

used to describe abnormal cell proliferations such as 

neoplasia and cancer (Kusewitt and Rush 2006). 

Mammary tumors in bitches constitute 50% of all 

tumors and 20% of skin tumors seen in dogs 

(Mukaratirwa et al., 2005). The incidence of mammary 

tumors in bitches is 62 times greater than males, and the 

tumors developed are usually benign. In female dogs, the 
likelihood of mammary tumors is 50%, and half of these 

tumors have the ability to metastasize (Von Euler 2011). 

There are various studies (Zatloukal et al., 2005, Srivasta 

et al., 2009) about the average age of mammary tumors; it 

is regarded as ten according to the general opinion 

(Sorenmo 2003, Cassali et al., 2012). When a tumor 

diagnosed in a dog, it should be carefully examined. 

Every tumor focus must be evaluated one by one and 

histopathological diagnosis techniques must be used. The 

best treatment choice must be made by evaluating the 

results which are obtained through examination together 
with findings of diagnostic techniques. Cancer treatment 

has been changing and improving rapidly up to the 

present. Better results can be yielded by using new 

multiple diagnosis techniques and considering novel 

therapeutic options (Enhart and Culp, 2012). 

 

Treatment options 

Surgery 

Although alternative options emerged as a result of 

developing technologies have contributed to cancer 

treatment, surgical intervention still stands as the best 

treatment option when the treatment options are assessed 

comparatively. Today, however, adjuvants are used 
together with surgical interventions in treatment protocols 

(Enhart and Culp, 2012). 

Lumpectomy/nodulectomy, mammectomy, regional 

mastectomy, and radical/total mastectomy are the surgical 

techniques used in the treatment of mammary tumors. The 

technique lumpectomy is usually used to remove smaller 

than 1cm, non-adhesive, non-invasive benign tumor with 

minimally invasive surgical intervention. In this 

technique, after a small incision is made to the skin that is 

the vicinity of the node, the tumor is respected by the help 

of a forceps. Mammectomy/simple mastectomy defines 
resection of only one mammary lobe with the tumor 
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tissue. Mammectomy is used to remove tumors which are 

developed in the center of the mammary lobe and are 

unrelated to other mammary lobes (Gültiken 2004; Chang 

et al., 2005). 

In multiple tumor cases or considering the lymphatic 

drainage of the region of the tumor occurred, the process 

of removing more than one mammary lobe is called as 

regional mastectomy. During a regional mastectomy, as 

the inguinal lymph node that is one of the local lymph 

nodes is very close to the fifth mammary lobe, it must be 
removed along with the tumor irrespective of the 

existence of a pathology. However, axillary lymph node is 

only resected if an abnormality is detected. This method is 

used due to the fact that mammary tumors usually 

metastasize via the lymphatic route. In radical 

mastectomy, tumor/tumors should be removed along with 

the other mammary lobes that are in the same chain and 

lymph nodes. This procedure is called as unilateral 

mastectomy. If the contralateral mammary chain is 

removed with the ipsilateral mammary lobes, this is called 

as bilateral radical mastectomy (Papazoglou et al., 2014; 
Al-Akraa et al., 2015). 

These techniques are described as the dose of the 

surgical intervention to be performed. For this reason, 

when determining which of these methods will be 

employed, the tumors detected must be graded and 

classified histopathologically (Crivineanu et al., 2011). 

Findings from clinical examination should be evaluated 

together with the general condition, age, and tumor type, 

Following the evaluation, the results should be shared 

with the animal owner to determine the aim of the 

treatment. In line with the objective of the treatment, the 

doses of the surgical procedure may change. The objective 
of the operation may sometimes merely be removing the 

tumor focus but at times to be protective unaffected 

mammary lobes may also be resected along with tumor. 

(Polton 2009, Sorenmo et al., 2013). 

There are many studies conducted to determine the 

dose of the intervention and to detect which dose is the 

best for treatment (Gobello and Corrada 2001). However, 

different results have been obtained from these studies. In 

a study carried out by MacEwen et al., (1985) on dogs 

with malignant mammary tumors, the effect of the 

operation dose on survival has been investigated by 
performing simple mastectomy and radical mastectomy to 

the first group and the second group respectively. The 

median survival of the dogs after the operation was not 

statistically significant. Similarly, Chang et al., (2005) 

have detected that surgical procedure did not affect the 

longevity of the life after the operation if all the tumor 

tissues were removed. In a recent study, tumor excision 

has been performed by choosing a method out of five to a 

sexually active bitch after clinical examination. 

Subsequently, patients have been monitored until death to 

investigate new tumor formation development interval 

and to understand whether the dose of the surgical 
procedure affects prognosis or not. Results showed that 

there is no difference between the animals which were 

treated with the minimal surgical procedure and radical 

intervention in terms of new lesion development interval 

and median survival time (Horta et al., 2014). Some 

researchers argue that more radical surgical procedure 

should be performed (Tran et al., 2014). This is due to the 

idea that there may be micrometastases in lymph nodes or 

other mammary lobes, except for the visible lesions 

(Gılbertson et al., 1983). After Stratmann (2008) divided 

dogs that have a tumor on only one mammary lobe into 

two separate groups, they have been compared with one 

another with regards to survival time and disease-free 

interval following regional or radical mastectomy. 

Patients follow-up indicate that the dogs that had radical 

mastectomy lived longer than the other group. New tumor 

development on a contralateral chain has been identified 
only on 3% of the animals who had a unilateral 

mastectomy. However, randomized division of the dogs 

into two groups has caused redundant mass excision in the 

dogs that would otherwise have remained unaffected by 

metastasis (Horta et al., 2014). Furthermore, Szczubiał 

and Łopuszynski (2011) suggested that there is no 

significant difference between dogs with or without lymph 

node metastasis in terms of disease-free survival and 

overall survival. 

The only formation that surgery remains inefficient 

and unfavorable is inflammatory mammary carcinoma. 
The lesions spread over a large area and this prevents the 

resection of the whole neoplastic mass with surgical 

technique. Moreover, studies conducted so far showed 

that this type of tumors cause systemic disorders and 

metastasize more frequently as different from other tumor 

types. Researchers, therefore, state that surgical 

interventions are not specified for inflammatory 

mammary carcinomas (Marconato et al., 2009, Souza et 

al. 2009, Clemente et al., 2010). 

 

Chemotherapy 

Removal of the tumor tissue with surgical attempts is 
only curative for small, noninvasive, grade 1 tumors. In 

the treatment of big, adherent to the surrounding tissues, 

malign tumors detected to be highly metastatic by 

histopathologic diagnosis techniques; performing some 

applications together with surgical procedures is 

mandatory (Sorenmo 2003; Cassali et al., 2012).  

Chemotherapeutic agents were first introduced in 

1940, and still, they have been commonly used in the 

treatment of neoplastic formation in addition to surgical 

intervention. Chemotherapeutics can be utilized for 

therapeutic purposes, preventing micrometastases, and 
sometimes for alleviating the side effects caused by 

neoplastic processes. Despite many benefits it has in 

tumor treatment, because chemotherapeutics also have 

severe toxicity, it is critical to determine patients, 

chemotherapeutic agents, and dose correctly. Chemo-

therapeutic agents are mostly dosed according to body 

surface area. Chemotherapeutics such as doxorubicin and 

melaphan are dosed according to body weight due to high 

toxicity (McKnight, 2003; Shewach and Kuchta, 2009). 

The maximum dose of drug is supposed to be 

administered to get the best results in cancer treatment. 

Body surface area is calculated through a formula that 
was prepared according to body weight. The studies 

conducted about Chemotherapeutics showed that efficacy 

of chemotherapeutics is weak despite individual 

differences. According to some investigators, this is 

derived from unknown drug resistance of tumor cells. For 

instance, Honscha et al., (2009) reported that 85-100% of 

mammary tumors are resistant to doxorubicin (Tei et al., 
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2012; Biondi et al. 2014) used commonly in cancer 

treatment. Chemotherapeutics, however, is still utilized 

today to prevent metastasis and new lesion development 

after surgery (Król et al. 2010; Talekar et al., 2013). 

In the study carried out by Karayannopoulou et al., 

(2001), 16 dogs with mammary tumors were divided into 

two groups. The first group was treated only through 

surgical procedure. As for the second group, an 

intravenous infusion of 5-fluorouracil (150 mg/m2) and 

cyclophosphamide (100 mg/m2) combination was 
administered. After two years follow-up, overall survival 

of the animals that are treated with adjuvant chemo-

therapy was detected to be longer. Todorova et al., (2005) 

investigated efficacy of doxorubicin (20-30 mg/m2) and 

cyclophosphamide (100 mg/m2). Tumor growth of dogs 

included in the study was stopped, but a control group did 

not exist to compare the records. Additionally, highly 

adverse effects occurred due to the drugs in treated dogs. 

In another adjuvant chemotherapy study, the dogs 

with malignant mammary neoplasm were divided into 

three groups. Doxorubicin (30 mg/m2) and Docetaxel (30 
mg/m2) were administrated postoperatively to the first and 

second group respectively. The third group served as the 

control. Chemotherapeutics had been applied for three 

weeks with a 1-week interval, and patients were followed 

up for four years. Collected data indicate that doxorubicin 

and docetaxel administrated in addition to surgery have not 

significantly increased overall survival, recurrence-free 

interval, and metastasis-free interval (Simon et al., 2006). 

Gemcitabine as a pyrimidine nucleoside antimeat-

bolite was practiced postoperatively in aggressive 

mammary tumors. Nineteen dogs with malignant 

mammary tumors were divided into two separate groups, 
and an 800 mg/m2 dose of gemcitabine was administrated 

at least for four weeks once a week to 10 of them. When 

results were interpreted, it was concluded that posto-

perative gemcitabine insignificantly affects mean survival 

and new lesion development interval. Researchers have 

asserted that short-term follow-up is insufficient to 

observe gemcitabine’s affect (Marconato et al., 2008). 

  A retrospective study also has been conducted to 

compare which treatment option yields better results by 

Tran et al., (2014) on 107 dogs with mammary carcino-

mas. Like other studies, different chemothera-peutic 
combinations that are used postoperatively were found to 

be ineffective on mean survival time. Although there are 

no statistic differences, authors reported that five dogs 

treated with mitoxantrone-carboplatin were still alive at 

the end of the study and survival time was over 1000 days. 

Authors, therefore, have found the results promising. 

Even after the research studies conducted so far, it 

has still remained contentious how chemotherapeutics 

affect average life span, lesion formation time, and 

prognosis of the disease. However, it should be noted that 

a significant number of variables may have an impact on 

the prognosis in the studies carried out on mammary 
tumor. Variables including histological type of mammary 

tumor, age of the patient, size and shape of the bulk, if it 

is metastasized or not, and if it is castrated or not directly 

affect the prognosis. For that reason, researchers argue 

that groups that are not homogenous and uniform may 

mask the benefits of chemotherapeutics. In parallel to 

such arguments, all the studies in which different 

chemotherapeutics are used have revealed that chemo-

therapeutics are more influential on some patients. As 

evidenced by this, a true combination of the right patient, 

correct dose, and effective agent may result in positive 

effects in the treatment. Thus, the aforementioned studies 

done by different scholars, despite no statistical 

differences, have concluded that following the removal of 

especially malignant tumors through surgery, adjuvant 

chemotherapy is suggested (Karayannopoulou et al., 

2001, Poirier et al., 2004, Todorova et al., 2005, Simon et 
al., 2006, Marconato et al., 2008, Clemente et al., 2009, 

Sleeckx et al., 2011, Lavalle et al., 2012, Sorenmo 2013, 

Tran et al., 2014). 

 

Cyclooxygenase (COX) Inhibitors 

Cyclooxygenase is an enzyme involved in 

prostaglandin synthesis from arachidonic acid (Dannhardt 

and Kiefer 2001; Alkan 2016). Studies conducted over the 

past ten years have found that the enzyme 

cyclooxygenase, a normal physiological enzyme, is 

elevated particularly in malignant tumors. Detection of 
this has led to the use of COX inhibitors in mammary 

tumors (Mohammed et al., 2004, Pereira et al., 2009). 

Lavalle et al., (2012) evaluated possible postoperative 

therapies in addition to surgical methods. Dogs were 

randomly divided into four groups and nothing was 

applied to the first group (n=7) following surgery, so it 

served as the control. As for the second group (n=8), 300 

mg/m2 carboplatin has been administrated three times with 

21 days interval after the surgical procedure. In the third 

and fourth group, 0.3 mg/kg Piroxicam and 5 mg/kg 

firocoxib have been given together with carboplatin 

respectively. Because more than half of the animals had 
lived more than 1000 days at the end of the study, overall 

survival has not been determined for the second group 

which was treated with the antineoplastic drug as well as 

surgery. The average survival of the third and fourth 

groups was found to be 490, 570 days respectively. The 

control group's mean survival has been limited to 63. 

COX level was measured in the same study. The positive 

effect that was created by COX inhibitor is more 

significant in animals which COX was found to be high. 

In the light of this study, it is thought that the usage of 

COX inhibitors in addition to surgical intervention could 
be beneficial in malignant and advanced tumor cases. 

Clemente et al., (2009) administrated chemo-

therapeutics (1st day 5.5 mg/m2 mitoxantrone, seventh 

day 0.75 mg/m2 vincristine, and 15th day 200 mg/m2 

cyclophosphamide) and antibiotics with piroxicam as a 

palliative care without a surgical procedure to the first 

group of dogs with inflammatory mammary carcinoma. 

As for the second group, only antibiotic with prednisone 

as a palliative care was applied. Mean survival of these 

two groups was found to be 57 and 35 respectively. 

COX level which is synthesized and expressed in 

tumor mass increases in proportion to malignancy and 
clinical grade (Queıroga et al., 2005). Inflammatory 

mammary carcinoma is accepted to be one of the most 

severe mammary tumor types because it does not allow 

for surgical intervention by spreading a large area 

(Marconato et al., 2009). From this point of view, Souza 

et al., (2009) investigated the effectiveness of piroxicam 

as a NSAID (Non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug), on 
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inflammatory mammary carcinomas. Doxorubicin-

cyclophosphamide combination has been given to the 

dogs (n=3) that were grouped to compare the efficacy of 

Piroxicam. The average survival of the dogs that were 

treated with Doxorubicin-Cyclophosphamide Combina-

tion was seven whereas the dogs in group piroxicam lived 

more than 150 days on average. Results clearly point out 

that individual use of NSAIDs is much more successful 

than chemotherapy. 

When other studies which were conducted to evaluate 

utilization of COX inhibitors are examined, it is 

recommended that NSAIDs can be administered singly or 

following surgery, especially in the treatment of 

inflammatory mammary carcinomas and malignant 

mammary tumors (Marconato et al., 2009; Souza et al., 

2009; Dileepkumar et al., 2015). 

 

Hormone therapies  

It is now well known that steroid hormones levels are 

effective in the development of the mammary tumor. As 

well as reduced risk of mammary tumor in spayed dog, 

Immunohistochemical studies in the last 20 years having 

revealed that steroid hormone receptors such as estrogen 

and progesterone are lower in malignant tumors lead to 

new treatment studies (Nieto et al., 2000; Illera et al., 

2006; Sorenmo 2013). 

Hormone therapies have been used to treat hormone 

depended (estrogen receptor positive) breast cancer for many 

years developed in women. Goserelin is one of the hormones 

that are used for premenopausal mammary tumors (Stein et 

al., 1990, Masuda et al., 2012). On the other hand, goserelin 

could be applied to dogs in anestrus to induce estrus or with a 

contraceptive purpose (Kutzler 2005).  

The main characteristic of GnRH analogues is the 

ability to remain too long after it is attached to the 

receptor that exists in hypophysis.Since the agents that 

stimulate FSH (Follicle stimulating hormone) and LH 

(Luteinizing hormone) release in the first application, it 

causes a gradual decrease in hormone levels by 

desensitizing its receptor that exists in hypophysis (Aslan 

and Güngör 2013). Based on desensitizing effect of GnRH 

analogues, Lombardi et al. (1999) have administrated 

depot goserelin for one year. At the end of the study, 

hormone levels have declined to basal level and tumor 

mass was found to be shrunken. 

Another agent used in hormone therapies is 

tamoxifen. Tamoxifen is a selective estrogen receptor 

inhibitor, and it has been utilized in the treatment of 

metastatic mammary tumor in humans as an adjuvant 

therapy since 1977 (Lum et al., 2013). By the same token, 

using tamoxifen in the treatment of dogs with mammary 

tumors is considered, but previously a study has not been 

carried out due to a potential side effect of tamoxifen 

(Tavares et al., 2010). Recently, Dileepkumar et al. 

(2015) used tamoxifen as an antiangiogenic agent and 

tamoxifen was found to increase apoptosis. 

Among other hormone therapies that are used in 

women with breast tumors, anti-progestative agents are 

also used for treatment. In the experimental studies 

conducted on rats and mice, the anti-tumor activity of 

antiprogestins is reported to be strong (Lanari et al., 

2012). Aglepristone as an anti-progestin has already been 

widely used to induce delivery, to terminate the pregnancy 

as well as in the medical treatment of several diseases 

such as pyometra which occur due to progesterone 

(Gogny and Fiéni, 2015). In a study, aglepristone was 

given to dogs with the mammary tumor as neoadjuvant 

therapy. Expression of progesterone in tumor tissue and 

proliferation index was reported to be reduced after 20 

mg/kg aglepristone administration at seven days interval 

to the dogs (Guil-Luna et al., 2011). 

 
Virotherapy 

Although the idea of treating cancer with the help of 

pathogens is not new, it has still not been used widely. 

Additionally, the use of viruses in cancer treatment is of 

great interest in humans. Similarly, viruses are used in dog 

mammary tumors, and promising results are obtained. 

Viruses produced for the treatment of canine mammary 

tumors have also been studied in vitro and in vivo 

(Gentschev et al., 2014, MacNeill 2015). Attenuated 

vaccinia viruses were tested on xenografts that are 

transplanted into mice, and encouraging results were 
yielded (Gentschev et al., 2010) 

It was found that when reoviruses combined with 

some cytotoxic chemotherapeutics have been applied to 

mammary cell lines, they intensify the cytotoxic effect of 

chemotherapeutic agents. they have augmented the 

cytotoxic effect of drugs above in a study carried out by 

Igase et al., (2016). As for reovirus alone, it clearly 

increased the apoptosis rate in tumor cells.  

In another virotherapy study conducted by Shoji et 

al., (2016), the researchers tested previously anti-tumor 

activity detected measles viruses belonging to the 

paramyxovirus family on mammary tumor cell line. It was 
observed that these viruses which bind to nectin-4, a 

membrane receptor, killed 50-80% of tumor cells in a 

nectin-4 dependent manner when applied to the cell lines. 

Subsequently, one of the affected cell lines has been 

transplanted to the immune deficient mice. After these 

mice are divided into two groups, oncolytic agents have 

been given to the first group. The second group served as 

control, and a placebo has been administrated. 

Examination 50 days later revealed that the tumor 

progression significantly more suppressed in virotherapy 

group than control. 
 

Alternative treatment trials 

There are studies other than chemotherapy and 

hormone therapies in addition to operative procedures. 

Desmopressin, one of these, is a synthetic analog of anti-

diuretic hormone. This agent, which is used in the 

treatment of diabetes in years when it was discovered, has 

been used for various purposes with the discovery of 

different effects (Franchini 2007). Hermo et al., (2008) 

has used desmopressin perioperatively to the dogs with a 

mammary tumor. Desmopressin was applied 30 minutes 

before mastectomy and 24 hours later with a dose of 1 
µg/kg. The dogs in the study have been controlled once in 

3 months. After 1 year follow-up, collected data reveal 

that treatment group’s mean survival is significantly 

longer than control. The authors of more recent studies 

have proposed that using the agents in the treatment of 

malignant and aggressive mammary tumors can yield 

better results (Hermo et al., 2011). 
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Magnetic molecules also experimented in tumor 

therapy. Şincai et al., (2001) used these molecules, once 

tested in the treatment of human breast cancer (Jordan et 

al., 1999), in the bitches. In the study, the researcher 

injected magnetic cobalt-iron molecules directly into the 

tumor mass with the aim of taking these molecules into 

the tumor cell by endocytosis. Thus, the cells that have 

taken these molecules underwent lysis because of 

hyperthermia. Every single cell was detected to be affected 

by these magnetic molecules in the sample collected in the 
24th hour after agents’ inoculation. At the same time, such 

an agent with high toxicity was well tolerated by the 

organism and did not cause a systemic disorder.  

Gultiken and Vural (2007) applied the Tarantula 

cubensis extract (Theranekron, 1:100/D2, Richter Pharma, 

Austria) before and after the operation to the dogs with 

the mammary tumor for the purpose of homeopathy, and 

the dogs were followed up every month for 1 year 

following the surgery. A 10% reduction in tumor mass 

was observed in the dogs treated with Theranecron before 

the operation. At the end of the first year, while no tumor 
recurrence has been detected in the contralateral 

mammary chain in the treatment group, in 60% of the 

animals in the control group tumourigenesis was 

observed. In another study evaluating the efficacy of 

Theranekron, 13 mammary tumor-bearing dogs were 

injected once weekly for three weeks. Apoptosis rate in 

tissues was found to be increased, and cell proliferation 

was found to be decreased after administration.  

Canine mammary tumors are regarded as a 

spontaneous animal model for human breast cancer. For 

this reason, many research studies are still carried out 

today to introduce new therapies and therapeutic agents. 
There are many studies conducted on mammary tumor 

cell lines. These performed in vitro and in experimental 

animals are the basis for new clinical treatment methods 

(Kiew et al., 2010, Fukumoto et al., 2013; Lopes et al., 

2013; Oliveira et al., 2015). 

Trypsin-kinase inhibitors are one of the new 

candidates for the treatment of mammary tumors. 

Trypsin-kinase is a protein providing some events to be 

carried out in the cancer development process. Some 

kinases, therefore, are regarded as therapeutic targets. 

Recently, utilization of two trypsin-kinase inhibitors has 
been approved in the USA. Further trials, however, are 

needed to make this drug common. 

 

Prognosis 

The comparison and evaluation of prognostic studies 

on mammary tumors can be challenging. When the 

prognosis was evaluated in earlier studies, only the 

average survival or time between treatment and death was 

taken as a reference. However, many factors affect the 

survival. For this reason, overall survival and disease-free 

interval after surgery have been started to use as 

prognostic indicators for clinical trials (Philibert et al., 
2003; Sleeckx et al., 2011). A well-designed procedure 

suggested by Matos et al. (2012) also existed and may be 

beneficial for future prognostic studies. 

The survival of mammary tumor-bearing dogs can 

vary depending on many factors related to the tumor and 

the host. Age, tumor grade, histopathologic type, invasion 

of lymph nodes, and many other prognostic factors can all 

affect the average lifespan. Because of that, different 

prognostic markers should be evaluated simultaneously 

for better prognostic diagnosis. Some studies suggest that 

age is not effective in prognosis. It is generally agreed 

today that when the tumor is diagnosed at an advanced 

age both time to recurrence and overall survival will be 

shorter. The reason for this is that older dogs are more 

likely to die of non-cancer-related geriatric causes (Alenza 

et al., 2000; Sorenmo 2003). 

One of the most important prognostic markers is the 
size of the tumor. Studies on human breast tumors show 

that tumor size is not directly related to poor prognosis or 

metastasis. However, studies in dog mammary tumors 

have been revealing that tumor size in dogs is directly 

proportional to poor prognosis (Yamagami et al., 1996). 

Alenza et al., (1997) and Philibert et al., (2003) found that 

tumors bigger than 3cm have a worse prognosis than 

smaller ones. At the same time, low progesterone receptor 

level and high proliferation index which are the markers 

of poor prognosis, have been identified in large tumors by 

researchers (Sorenmo et al., 2009). 
Histologic character and grade of tumor also highly 

decisive for prognosis. Histologically, marked nuclear 

pleomorphism is common in malignant tumors, and 

malignant tumor eventually metastasizes. Since mammary 

tumors usually metastasize via lymphatic vessels, the 

likelihood of poor prognosis is higher in animals whose 

lymph nodes are diagnosed with an abornamlity. Twenty-

four of 28 dogs which a metastasize was detected in their 

lymph node have died within 2 years in a study conducted 

by Karayannopoulou et al., (2005). Szczubiał and 

Łopuszynski (2011) revealed that impacts of metastasize 

on prognosis emerges in the short-term only in tumors 
bigger than 2mm. As for histopathologically diagnosed 

ones, their possible adverse effects occur in the long-term. 

According to the World Health Organization’s 

classification system, the malignancy rate increases from 

non-infiltrative carcinomas to anaplastic carcinomas. The 

worst ones among all are mammary sarcomas and 

inflammatory mammary carcinomas (Sorenmo 2003, 

Santos et al., 2014). Similar to the above mentioned, it has 

been reported that the average survival of dogs with 

benign tumors ranged from 39 to 59 months, whereas the 

malignant tumor-bearing dogs’ was limited to 12 to 37 
months (Lorenzová et al., 2009). 

Loss of steroid hormone receptors, considered as 

malignancy markers, is also an indicator of prognosis. 

There is a negative correlation between the amount of 

estrogen and progesterone receptors and the proliferation 

index. Although the results are not entirely convincing, 

the reduction of the expression of the steroid receptor and 

its amount in the tissue is proportional to poor prognosis 

and lower survival (Millanta et al., 2005; Yang et al., 

2006; Peña et al., 2013). 

It is stated in the previous studies that COX does exist 

in the mammary tumors and takes part in tumor 
progression and angiogenesis (Pereira et al., 2009). COX 

level has been detected to be associated with poor 

prognosis in ongoing investigations (Lavalle et al., 2009; 

Queiroga et al., 2010b). 

The histological grade determined with a method like 

the modified Nottingham is a prognostic determinant as 

much as tumor size, metastasize status, mean survival, and 
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thus it can be used as a reference in predicting the 

prognosis (Peña et al., 2012). After mammary tumor risk 

has been detected to be reduced in spayed animals, 

whether the age of spaying affects tumor development and 

prognosis or not has become a research topic. In a detailed 

retrospective study carried out by Sorenmo et al., (2000), 

137 mammary tumor-bearing dogs were classified into 3 

groups. Dogs with mammary tumors spayed within 2 

years before tumor development or concomitant with the 

tumor surgery constitute the group I. Group 2 involved 
dogs with mammary tumors spayed more than 2 years 

before tumor development and last intact animals 

represented the control group. Results showed that 

animals spayed concomitant with the tumor surgery had 

lived %45 more than other animals. The results of this 

study have brought along the question if animals that are 

not sterilized before the age of 2.5 which is critical for 

sterilization with protective purposes should not be 

sterilized until the time when mammary tumor arises. 

Also, there is an investigation on malignant 

mammary carcinomas partially supporting these results 
(Chang et al., 2005). Ovariohysterectomy or ovariectomy 

is a kind of hormone therapy. In humans, hormone 

therapies are widely used in the treatment of hormone 

receptor positive and hormone-dependent breast cancers. 

However, the amount of receptor is not routinely 

measured in dogs, as in humans. In the light of this piece 

of information, the effect of sterilization on the prognosis 

of mammary tumor cases has been investigated depending 

on hormone receptor status and tumor grade. For that 

reason, concomitant sterilization with mastectomy does 

not result in a statistically significant difference in average 

life span and time lapse before relapse. However, it was 
crystal clear that concomitant sterilization with 

mastectomy positively contributes to the prognosis when 

steroid receptor positive and high-grade tumor cases are 

considered (Kristiansen et al., 2015). Thanks to its 

advantages, sterilization at early ages has been becoming 

gradually widespread in recent years. For this reason, 

mammary tumor cases have been diminishing in countries 

where sterilization is common. However, studies on the 

prognosis of canine mammary tumors are still being 

conducted, since it is a model for breast tumors in humans 

and is common in non-neutered dogs. In addition to the 
above-mentioned prognostic markers, HER2, BRCA, cell 

proliferation index, Ki-67, MIB-1 LI and MMP-9, E-

cadherin and many other molecular markers which are 

indicative of mitotic activity were investigated by 

researchers to determine prognosis. While some of these 

studies failed, further investigations need to be conducted 

to the routine use of successful ones (Nieto et al., 2006, 

Dutra et al., 2008, Zuccari et al., 2008, Ressel et al., 2013, 

Santos et al., 2013). 

 

Conclusions 

 Apparently, mammary tumors are a life threatening 
disorder of bitches. The surgical procedure can be curative 

in the treatment of the non-invasive and small tumor. 

However, additional treatments are recommended after 

surgery for big and malign tumors. Despite all these 

interventions, metastatic tumors may relapse and lead to 

death. In this review, besides surgery, chemotherapeutics, 

and NSAIDs, some novel treatment options were 

discussed. Although adjuvant chemotherapy has been 

frequently resorted to in cancer treatments, contradicting 

results were obtained from studies which were conducted 

on mammary tumors. Chemotherapeutics are regarded to 

be ineffective by some investigators whereas some of 

them argue that, diversity of cases can mask the effect of 

chemotherapeutics. As to NSAIDs, they are more 

beneficial in the treatment of inflammatory mammary 

carcinomas. In addition to conventional therapies, new 

treatment studies have been conducted. Especially after 
the use of viruses, promising results were achieved. 

Evaluating prognosis is quite difficult in these studies. 

Therefore, numerous prognostic markers have been used 

to evaluate prognoses such as size and histologic type of 

tumor, metastasize status. Also, new prognostic markers 

such as HER2, BRCA, Ki-67 have been investigated 

(Nieto et al., 2006, Dutra et al., 2008, Zuccari et al., 2008, 

Ressel et al., 2013, Santos et al., 2013). 
It is well-known today that ovariohysterectomy 

reduces the risk of tumor development. But 
ovariohysterectomy performed after 2.5 years old 
negatively affects the prognosis by causing hormone 
receptor negative tumor development. For this reason, 
performing ovariohysterectomy for a prophylactic purpose 
after the age of 2.5 has not been recommended anymore. 
In conclusion, further investigations are necessary to 
create better treatments and to improve prognosis. 
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